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Abstract. Information System (IS), has been extended to Knowledge Management System (KMS)
focusing on knowledge as main contents instead of information. While KMS evolving rapidly, with the
awareness of treating knowledge as an organizational memory, evolved Organizational Memory System
(OMS). The three tools (IS, KMS and OMS) are to manage data, information and knowledge in organization,
have stimulated confusion to the beginners of Information Technology (IT) practitioners. The aim of the
paper is to provide a document that able to stimulate rich understanding of OMS from KMS and IS concept.
This was done by identified eight descriptions of OMS and comparing twenty characteristics of IS, KMS,
OMS extracted from previous studies. Finally we use the results to identify necessary consideration for
developing OMS. The identification was presented in the form of OMS development model. Future study can
be done to verify the model.
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1. Introduction
Information systems (IS) are the most powerful tool in business nowadays. It has changed how
information been captured and processed. The impact to the world of business and organizations is obvious,
where ‘information is on your finger tips’. Successful of processing large information and able to access
information ‘just in time’ are the achievement of information management. Besides managing information,
organizations are looking into managing knowledge to grow in the competitive market and retain their
valuable knowledge in their organization. This is done using knowledge management system (KMS).
Organizational memory system (OMS) is another tool to manage knowledge focusing on knowledge at
organizational or enterprise level. Compared to IS, that has been used for so long in managing data and
information, KMS and OMS are relatively new approach on managing knowledge. While KMS discussion
are more aggressive than OMS, it is decided that comparison of OMS characteristics with KMS and IS shall
provide better view for practitioners and researchers involve in related project.
Understanding OMS characteristics is important for developing OMS. This paper aimed on using the
derived OMS characteristics, to come out with conceptual model that provide a fundamental components for
developing OMS. We begin this paper with discussion on IS, KMS and OMS as a general tool in information
technology (IT) domain. Then, we explain the methodology before revealed characteristics of OMS. Next,
we do comparison description of OMS with IS and KMS. Lastly, from the comparison characteristics, we
construct an initial conceptual model for developing OMS.

2. IS, KMS and OMS
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Data, information and knowledge are important for organization to make decision making. Information
system (IS) has been processing data and information with the use of digital technology since over past 50
years [1],[2],[3]. Data and information stored in computer system has been supporting small and large
business processes. Members in organizations have been working with IS to maintain organizational
effectiveness. While data and information of organizational operations is well managed through IS,
organizational realize that managing information is not enough to grow the company. They figured out that
with knowledge, they can come out with plan to tackle their focus customer, provide comprehensive
knowledge about their product and develop strategy to achieve their vision and mission. Extended to that,
they can retain their staffs’ knowledge that is losing when the staffs leave the organization. Knowledge gives
more value to their organization. So focus on managing information remains, while interest on managing
knowledge, increases [4].
Information management (IM) and knowledge management (KM) is two different approaches. [4]
claimed that analyst and user are confused with IM and KM. This is also agreed by [5]. As an emerging
research topic, KM has been inviting interest of researchers to debate on definitions and fundamental
theories [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [5]. Their study showed that there are wide discussions on KM but
unfortunately very little consensus generated. Organization Memory System (OMS) is another tool on
managing knowledge. Organizational memory (OM) covers knowledge in organizational context. It is
intended for improving effectiveness in organization [11], [12]. OM is not representing all knowledge in the
organization. It is remembering only pertinent knowledge to be reused in organizational activity. This
concept is replicating human memory model which is not remembering all, but only necessary memory (past
activity) for supporting current activity.

3. Methodology
The paper attempted to propose a conceptual model on developing OMS in IHL to facilitate research
learning. Researcher collected and compiled previous research articles related to OMS, and analyze the
characteristics of OMS mentioned by previous researches. Finally the characteristics are listed and researcher
investigated how the characteristics of OMS, different with KMS and IS. This clustering method is
appropriate since there is no clear predefine classification characteristics found from the literature study. The
result of the analysis is then used to construct initial OMS model.

4. Descriptions and Characteristics of OMS
There are eight descriptions of OMS derived from the analysis of previous study of OMS; depicted in
Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptions of OMS
No
1.

Descriptions
Collection of knowledge/ storage/location

Author/s
[13] [14] [15] [11] [12] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22]

2.

For understand & reuse

[15] [23][11] [12] [17] [24] [20] [25] [26] [27] [21]

3.

Knowledge management process capturing, finding,
disseminating

[11] [28] [17] [18] [25] [21] [29] [26] [30]

4.

Support decision making for continues
enhancement/improvement

[13] [15] [11] [23] [20] [31] [20] [29]

5.

Set of practices been learnt

[32]

6.

Intelligent database

[11]

7.

Integrations of existing systems

[24] [29]

8.

Socially constructed, maintained and directed

[21] [29]

The most mentioned description of OMS mentioned has been pointed to accumulation of knowledge.
These findings portray OMS as a place to continue collect and preserve organizational knowledge. Anyhow,
accumulation of knowledge only is not enough for OMS. [24], [29] emphasized that the OMS should be the
only place integrating and collecting the organizational knowledge. The second most noted description is
about understanding knowledge and reuse the knowledge for current and future activities in the organization.
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It is understood that OMS should able to stimulate the organizational learning that result in gaining new
knowledge related to the organization. This knowledge should be interpreted and mapped to the current task
in the organization. By doing this, the original knowledge is being referenced. This is how knowledge being
reused.
Another important description of OMS is about the process involved. The processes are capturing,
finding and disseminating. Noticed that creation is not being included in the process. All researchers in row
3 of table 4 agreed on the process except [26] proposed creation being include in the OMS process. From
detail analysis on the processes involved, it can be concluded that most researchers that refer to the process
of OMS are referring to explicit knowledge. The rationale behind the fact is, explicit knowledge has widely
been created digitally. So in the scope of explicit knowledge, the creation process most probably can be
omitted. While this is true for explicit knowledge, in considering tacit knowledge for OMS, creation process
may be required. The last most mentioned description about OMS is, OMS supporting decision making for
continues enhancement and improvement in the organization. This attribute of OMS is derived from the
reuse description of OMS mentioned before. The output of knowledge reuse suppose to support any decision
in the organization and the outcome of applying the decision should improve organization.
Besides the major four descriptions of OMS, some previous studies present different explanations of
OMS. They are set of practices being learnt, intelligent database, integration of existing systems and
socially constructed, maintained and directed. The last element (socially constructed, maintained and
directed) are projecting the way OMS should be constructed and implemented; using workflow that is
acceptable and dispensable by members in the organization.
OMS & KMS can be conceived as special class of information system [12]. Digesting the description of
OMS should able to provide organizations with overview of how OMS should be placed in their organization.
But knowing OMS is not enough while organizations are more familiar and have more experience with IS
and KMS. Due to that reason, researcher has studied the characteristics of all the three types of
information/knowledge management system (i.e. IS, KMS and OMS). The end result is a set of contrast
aiming on providing crystallized idea of OMS comparing to KMS and IS, as depicts in Table 2 and 3.
Table 2 Understanding difference of IS, KMS and OMS
No
1

2

3

Characteristic

Objectivity

Organization
support

Creating, Capturing, Organizing,
Refining, Transfer knowledge

Objective. Example:
for clerk to enter data,
officer to print report

Objective. Example: KMS for
technician to share technical
information

Support daily
operation. Example:
student registration
system, purchasing
system, room
reservation system
(Group level)
Isolated development
tools is possible
( stand alone)

Support know-how to simplify
learning. Example: Faculty KMS

Support know how to simplify learning.
Example: University OMS

(Organizational level)
Integrated development & implementation whole bundle of tools & system is used (not
isolated single tool or system)

Capturing, storing & subsequent accessing
& replenishing organizational know-how
(knowledge not created)
Subjective. Example: OMS of research for
institutional

User requirement &
technology
Not supported
Not applicable

Necessary

Not necessary

Sustainability

Depending on the

Depending on participants

Depending on participations

System type

6

Usage of
system

10

Add, edit, remove data

Development
consideration
Knowledge
reuse
Expert
directory for
references

5

9

OMS

(Unit/department level)
Integrated development tool
required for to support the
function and group/community
sharing
KMS only
Knowledge management & to
search particular knowledge &
learn from experience / know
how
User requirement, technology,
knowledge available, culture
Supported but not emphasize

Tools & system

8

KMS

Function

4

7

IS

IS only
Data maintenance &
print report
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Could integrate with IS or KMS
Knowledge management & to search
particular knowledge & learn from
experience / know how & reuse knowledge
for current solution/task
User requirement, technology, knowledge
available, culture, integration platform
Supported and emphasized

operation

Table 3 Understanding similarities of IS, KMS and OMS
No
1

Characteristic
Management

2
Item
3
Reporting
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

End user
Tacitness
Top management
support
Workflow integration
Learning
Usage duration
Human task

IS

KMS

Managing
information
Only about data &
values of
information
Daily, weekly,
monthly and very
detail
Dedicated user
(Farmer type)
Explicit
Not necessary

Managing knowledge &
information
Include information on object
related to information and
knowledge (metadata)
Specific to knowledge or
expert available in the system
(free format)
Group or community
(Farmer & explorer type)
Tacit and/or explicit
Necessary

Managing knowledge & information

OMS

Not necessary
Not supported
Dedicated
Passive

Necessary
Supported
Not dedicated
Active

Necessary
Supported
Not dedicated
Active

Include information on object related to
information and knowledge (metadata)
Specific to knowledge or expert available in
the system
(free format)
Organization/enterprise/institutional
(Farmer and explorer type)
Tacit and/or explicit
Necessary

Comparison characteristic has been regrouped into two, that are difference and similarities of the
systems. Using Table 1, 2 and 3 as a guideline for developing OMS, researcher has identified five
aspects related to technology need to be tackled. There should be considerations on technology aspect; i)
how to adjust the OMS to IHL culture, ii) how OMS can facilitate learning in IHL, iii) how OMS can
stimulate knowledge reuse in IHL, iv) how to integrate the OMS to current infrastructure and
information/knowledge system in IHL and finally, v) how to use existing workflow of IHL in
implementing OMS. Figure 1 envisioned the technology consideration for developing OMS.
IHL research
culture
IHL
workflow

OMS
development

IHL integration

IHL learning
research

IHL research
knowledge reuse

Fig. 1: OMS development model

5. Conclusions
This paper presented a model of developing OMS. The model, derived from the identification of eight
OMS descriptions, shall be the fundamental step of developing the OMS. The twenty comparison elements
of OMS characteristics with KMS and IS was made to assist researcher from IS or KMS background in
digesting OMS concept, as one system that have its own unique characteristics, besides has revealed some
similarities as well. Extensive research through other method would provide alternative findings for
validating and confirming the characteristics and model.
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